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	Mainstream data mining techniques significantly limit the role of human reasoning and insight. Likewise, in data visualization, the role of computational analysis is relatively small. The power demonstrated individually by these approaches to knowledge discovery suggests that somehow uniting the two could lead to increased efficiency and more valuable results. But is this true? How might it be achieved? And what are the consequences for data-dependent enterprises?


	Information Visualization in Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery is the first book to ask and answer these thought-provoking questions. It is also the first book to explore the fertile ground of uniting data mining and data visualization principles in a new set of knowledge discovery techniques. Leading researchers from the fields of data mining, data visualization, and statistics present findings organized around topics introduced in two recent international knowledge discovery and data mining workshops. Collected and edited by three of the area's most influential figures, these chapters introduce the concepts and components of visualization, detail current efforts to include visualization and user interaction in data mining, and explore the potential for further synthesis of data mining algorithms and data visualization techniques. This incisive, groundbreaking research is sure to wield a strong influence in subsequent efforts in both academic and corporate settings.


	* Details advances made by leading researchers from the fields of data mining, data visualization, and statistics.


	* Provides a useful introduction to the science of visualization, sketches the current role for visualization in data mining, and then takes a long look into its mostly untapped potential.


	* Presents the findings of recent international KDD workshops as formal chapters that together comprise a complete, cohesive body of research.


	* Offerss compelling and practical information for professionals and researchers in database technology, data mining, knowledge discovery, artificial intelligence, machine learning, neural networks, statistics, pattern recognition, information retrieval, high-performance computing, and data visualization.
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C How to Program, Global EditionPearson Education, 2019

	Welcome to the C programming language and to C How to Program, Eighth Edition! This

	book presents leading-edge computing technologies for college students, instructors and

	software-development professionals.
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MicroeconomicsWorth Publishers, 2012

	Where microeconomics gets down to work

	Like no other text for the intermediate microeconomics course, Goolsbee, Levitt, and Syverson’s Microeconomics bridges the gap between the theory and practice, providing an empirical dimension that makes the course immediately relevant and useful to students. With carefully crafted...
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Microsoft SQL Azure Enterprise Application DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2010

	SQL Azure is a database service in the cloud. Based on Microsoft's Windows Azure platform, SQL Azure is well suited for web facing database applications. Are you interested in moving your business applications and data to the cloud but are not sure how to go about it? Look no further; this book covers all you ever wanted to know about...
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The Art of Deception: Controlling the Human Element of SecurityJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
The world’s most celebrated hacker delivers the lowdown on today’s most serious security weakness–human nature
"Finally someone is on to the real cause of data security breaches–stupid humans … Mitnick … reveals clever tricks of the ‘social engineering’ trade and shows how to fend them...
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Microsoft VBScript Professional ProjectsCourse Technology PTR, 2003
Use VBScript to accomplish real-world, professional tasks. Incorporating four  hands-on projects, Microsoft VBScript Professional Projects is your key  to unlocking the power of VBScript. Each project focuses on a specific concept  and is based on a real-world situation. You will be able to use the skills that  you develop throughout...
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Learning Network Services for Professional DevelopmentSpringer, 2009
A "Learning Network" is a community of people who help each other to better understand and handle certain events and concepts in work or life. As a result – and sometimes also as an aim – participating in learning networks stimulates personal development, a better understanding of concepts and events, career development,...
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